JUNIOR NOMINEES TO BE PRESENTED TODAY

(Continued from page one)

Twelve Men Honored in Stylus Elections

Her name is Ruth. She's a public smoker and if you get within a foot of her, you'll have a cigarette, thank you (and quite good too). But you can't like a pipe.

That's one smoke that's still a man's smoke, like this cannot help holding up the train behind the men's backs. Weather was the weak point of the race. It caused a great deal of suffering. A strong head wind behind the men's backs. Weather is the factor that determined the outcome of the race. This difficulty was compensated for by the men's skill and determination. The spell-binding eloquence which is used by the runners in the track meets is a fair indication of their ability.

The vote for the office of president was ten yards. For all. THE TECH has editorially shown that student "leaders" are not necessarily the best leaders. The elections are a way of selecting leaders, but the present form of elections too often results in the election of candidates who are not qualified to hold office.

The elections are a way of selecting leaders, but the present form of elections too often results in the election of candidates who are not qualified to hold office. We'd like nothing better than to see this system of voting changed. We would like to see a system of preferential voting introduced. We would like to see a system of preferential voting introduced.
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